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Atypical multifocal spinal tuberculosis mimicking
malignancy on MR imaging
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Abstract
Typical spinal tuberculosis affects the continuous vertebral levels
and causes narrowing of the adjacent disc space and bone destruction. However, atypical form of spinal tuberculosis is difficult to distinguish from malignancy, leading to misdiagnosis and delay in treatment.
Tuberculous spondylitis is a curable disease if permanent neurologic
damage were avoided by early diagnosis and prompt treatment.
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Clinical image description
Multilevel lesions of spine with sparing of intervertebral
discs and absence of paravertebral soft tissue component is
considered to favour neoplastic lesion whereas the presence
of paravertebral lesion/collection favours tuberculous pathology. In our article, a19 year-old male presented with a 1-month
history of low grade fever off and on; mild low back pain intermittently. Physical examination demonstrated no visible or
palpable spinal deformity. Neurologic examination represented
no specific findings. No other positive findings were found on
physical examination. Laboratory investigations revealed red
blood cells count, hemoglobin level, and white blood cells
count were all within a normal range in spite of high erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR, 48 mm/hour), high C-reactive
protein (66.9 mg/L). Computed tomography of whole spine images revealed no significant abnormality. Spinal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examination, showed mixed high-intensity
changes at D11, L1, L2, L3, L4 ,L5, S1 and S2 levels involving the
posterior aspect of body extending to the posterior elements;
on T2 weighted (Figure 1B) and STIR images (Figure 1C) and decreased signal intensity on T1 weighted images (Figure 1A) with

Figure 1: (A-C) Sag T1W, T2W, STIR images show multifocal lesions
in dorsal, lumbar and sacral vertebrae. (D) Sag post contrast image
shows enhancement of the affected vertebral bodies.
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enhancement on postcontrast images (Figure 1D). Disc spaces,
spinal canal and height of vertebrae were normal with no paravertebral collection. Bone marrow biopsy indicated a chronic
granulomatous inflammation with abundant caseous necrosis,
consistent with tuberculosis. Patient was started on ATT and the
backache responded in four weeks with a repeat MRI after eight
weeks of treatment revealing mild decrease in size of vertebral
lesions. Therefore, a high index of suspicion is required for spinal tuberculosis even in atypical presentations and radiographic
appearance, in areas with high endemicity of this infection.
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